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• Improving efficiency and controlling costs

Savings from traditional measures have already been 
achieved. You can only save more,  improve efficiency 
and “do more with less” by looking at innovative solu-
tions. ISFIN provides the ideal platform to limit rising 
costs, while simultaneously becoming more effective 
in the international arena, with a focus on emerging 
markets.

• Managing risk effectively

Audit risk = inherent risk x control risk x detection risk.

To successfully manage risks, auditors need to 
access updated information channels. Due to the 
rising influence of corporations and individuals from 
the emerging markets, access to the appropriate 
contacts, business culture and information in those 
jurisdictions is key. ISFIN enables you to manage your 
new environment.

• Pressure regarding fees and growing client ex-
pectations

Clients are looking to cut audit costs and require 
more added value. It is very difficult for an auditor to 
demonstrate added value on commodity work. ISFIN 
differentiates you in a competitive market.

• Changes in the client environment

A growing volume of transactions is processed 
electronically, requiring no physical audit evidence or 

paper trail. ISFIN brings you the comfort of work-
ing with clients who require substantial professional 
analytical reviews.

• Challenges in the regulatory environment

IFRS, FATCA, SAS 99, SOX, FCPA, etc. These and other 
stringent auditing standards are also on the rise in 
emerging markets. A growing number of companies 
are regulated by these standards, with which you may 
not be familiar. ISFIN facilitates your access to the new 
regulations and standards by which your clients are 
governed.

• Winning new business in the market

To survive in the business, it is not enough to save 
costs! Firms need to innovate to win new business 
and stand out. ISFIN helps you offer additional servic-
es that your competitors don’t offer, and get referrals 
that you would not get otherwise.

• An increased focus on fraud

Shareholders, internal auditors and managers have 
increasingly stringent expectations on auditors 
detecting fraud. ISFIN facilitates your understanding 
of these changing mechanisms at a global level and 
opens the door to less risky/fraudulent business, as 
Islamic products are based on ethics.

The IFAC has identified 7 challenges to professionals in the area:

1. Improving efficiency and controlling costs 
2.. Managing risk effectively 
3. Pressure regarding fees and growing client expectations 
4. Changes in the client environment 
5. Challenges in the regulatory environment 
6. Winning new business in the market 
7. An increased focus on fraud

ISFIN addresses them, providing a pragmatic solution for your day-to-day business.

1. Seven biggest challenges for auditors 
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2. Contemporary role of the auditor and accountant

Economic growth is vital for Western and Islamic countries to ensure stability and sustainable development. The auditor 
and the accountant play key roles in this process! 

The Muslim population is increasing. It is expected to reach 2.1 billion people by the end of 2015. The Islamic economic 
system will naturally draw its strength from this growing number. Islamic markets are expected to continue their robust 
growth this year. They have begun to re-examine their economic system and re-introduce the Islamic financial system 
that adheres to Sharia requirements. This has led to the establishment of an accounting body which has developed a 
set of accounting standards that adhere to the Islamic tenets: hence the AAOIFI was established.

The time when Islamic finance was regarded as an “exotic niche” by the financial industry is over.

Islamic banking is growing 50% faster than the entire banking industry in several core banking markets. Islamic banking 
assets are expected to exceed US$2 trillion by 2014.

The number of Islamic financial institutions is growing rapidly (400 in 85 different countries with the holding assets es-
timated at over US$1 trillion). Increasing multinational non-Muslim banks such as HSBC, Standard Chartered, Citigroup 
and financial institutions in your country, also offer or work on products based on Islamic finance. The products offered 
by these institutions are not only limited to commercial banking services but also include insurance services, e-com-
merce, asset management services, and Islamic brokers or dealers. The Big Four (PwC, E&Y, KPMG and Deloitte) have all 
developed very strong practices in Islamic finance.

The recent financial crisis has inspired the use of new products, procedures, services and support systems according to 
Islamic finance, which are immune to financial crises.

The development of Islamic economy and the strengthening of its financial institutions and companies serve not only 
the local but also international markets. Your clients are working with these markets! They require you to access the 
knowledge and the relevant contacts in those emerging economies. It would be unwise to leave this huge market en-
tirely to the “Big Four” and, consequently, lose some of your most active clients to them…

Smart and modern auditors and accountants cannot ignore the emergence of such a huge market, new products, and 
a rising demand that requires access to up-to-date knowledge and contacts!
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3. Traditional auditing for Islamic investors (East going 
West)

Governments, corporates, high net worth families and individuals from the Muslim world have specific busi-
ness behaviours and requirements when investing in the West.

They may seek to invest in a conventional manner, in a Sharia-compliant manner or in a mixed manner 
(where only part of the transaction is Sharia-compliant).

ISFIN is committed to assisting you in upholding rigorous standards of integrity from the corporate West-
ern world and from Islamic ethics, as we believe that auditors and accountants need to understand both 
professional and cultural requirements.

We offer resources to help accountants and financial services professionals throughout the world conduct 
business practices in a manner consistent with the sophisticated demands of Islamic ethical standards, 
including an Islamic ethics helpline service available for free to all partner advisory firms and professionals 
needing confidential guidance on Islamic ethical issues.

International expertise

Partner auditors and accountants are required to offer high-quality, efficient service in whichever country 
their clients do business. ISFIN is a unique platform to ensure all professionals understand each other’s 
business climate and regulations, and have good knowledge of others’ business approaches. ISFIN facili-
tates good business communication.

Local knowledge

Your clients want to benefit from the local, expert knowledge available in the countries where they do busi-
ness. ISFIN is closely involved in local communities and our partner firms service a wide range of clients with 
different business profiles.

Traditional services offered to Islamic investors include:
- Accounting and assurance
- Annual accounts preparation
- Audit and assurance
- Book-keeping and management accounting
- Budgeting, forecasting and business planning
- Payroll
- Professional practices
- Bankruptcy and insolvency
- Administrations
- Bankruptcy
- Corporate insolvency
- Corporate recovery
- Liquidations
- Business Services
- Accounting systems and software support
- Acquisitions, disposals, MBOs and MBIs
- Business start-ups and company formation

- Company secretarial and company searches
- Consultancy
- Corporate finance
- Financial services
- International services
- Personal service companies
- Taxation
- Capital gains tax
- Corporation tax
- Employee remuneration
- Income tax
- Inheritance tax planning
- National insurance
- Personal tax planning
- Private clients
- Trusts and executorships
- VAT
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4. Auditing for conventional companies (West going East)

Western corporations willing to seize the huge Islamic financial, retail and industrial markets are look-
ing for a compelling proposition from their auditors and accountants to accompany them in their new 
ventures or consolidations. They seek professionals capable of advising on both Islamic and conventional 
matters.

The combination of both Islamic and conventional finance expertise enables us to provide practical and 
relevant insights for both Islamic operators and conventional financial institutions, or corporations with 
Islamic operations (“Islamic windows” or a “halal capacity”).

We have access to the finest Sharia scholars in the world. They work closely with our practitioners to 
facilitate efficient delivery of our advice within a Sharia-compliant framework. Unlike some big global ad-
visory firms, we refuse to use a sole “in-house” Sharia scholar for all transactions worldwide. We believe 
that the differing requirements of our clients deserve a tailor-made approach and that ad hoc scholars 
should be identified according to the industry and the transaction of the client!

4.1 Islamic Product Development
The Islamic economy (also known as halal industry) is in the nascent stages of development. Therefore 
it is imperative for market participants to undertake a high level of product innovation and to maintain 
market-leading, competitive positioning.

ISFIN provides a one-stop solution for product development requirements, from design through to im-
plementation and delivery to the market.

We combine deep knowledge of Islamic financing techniques with a comprehensive understanding of 
legal, tax and regulatory requirements to assist in the development of market-leading products that are 
also in line with Sharia requirements.

Our auditors and accountants play a key role in the process. Working in conjunction with other profes-
sionals, ISFIN is ideally positioned to develop products from first principles with reference to primary Sha-
ria sources: an important feature as the industry seeks to move from Sharia-compliant to Sharia-based 
products.
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Islamic Financial Institutions Services

Combining our knowledge of the financial services industry, together with our Islamic finance expertise, we 
deliver our services to a variety of organizations, ranging from the largest Islamic Financial Institutions (“IFI”) 
to institutions serving local markets.

We help you deliver audit services, specialist tax advice and meet consulting requirements for IFIs, as sum-
marized below:

• Audit & Assurance:

Providing statutory audit, accounting and internal assurance services to both Islamic Finance Institutions 
and Islamic window operations. For new institutions, we provide support with regulatory application plan-
ning through to achieving regulatory approvals.

• Consulting:

Offering a broad spectrum of consulting services including advising on a range of issues from business 
strategy through to operational implementation and IT system selection and implementation.

• Tax:

Services include advising on tax-efficient solutions for Islamic products and transactions, in addition to pro-
viding ongoing tax compliance advice to Islamic Financial Institutions.

Islamic Insurance Services

The Islamic Insurance Services team provides significant expertise to resolve business-critical challenges for 
all stakeholders in the Takaful industry.

The combination of both Takaful and conventional insurance expertise enables us to provide practical and 
relevant insight from first principles, a critical factor in a developing industry where precedents and stand-
ards are being established.

The holistic offering reflects an ability to add value across a broad spectrum of strategic and operational 
requirements – from undertaking feasibility and market-entry strategy for new Takaful businesses, to per-
formance improvement for established operations.

Islamic Financial Advisory Services

Islamic Financial Advisory Services encompasses the full range of market-leading corporate finance capabili-
ties, which, combined with deep Islamic finance expertise, enables us to deliver corporate finance services 
with an appreciation for Sharia requirements.

ISFIN provides support for:
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Lead Advisory and Transaction services

We offer a comprehensive lead advisory and transaction support service that encompasses the full range 
of buy-side, sell-side and valuation activities. We identify Sharia issues relating to transactions and manage 
them to a successful resolution.

From deal origination to post-transaction integration, our services are delivered with Sharia-related issues 
managed in a proactive manner.

Islamic Fund Advisory

Islamic investment funds seek to earn returns from investment activity whilst operating under Sharia princi-
ples. The key impact of observing Sharia principles is in the following areas:

• agreements governing the fund constitution;

• the types of asset invested in; and

• the capital structure of the fund.

Islamic funds have been created for recognised asset classes such as infrastructure, real estate, public and 
private equity.

The Islamic Funds Advisory service brings together tax, Sharia and corporate finance expertise, providing 
support from inception through to fund investment. Our team creates tax-efficient fund structures reflect-
ing Sharia requirements, together with designing appropriate governance frameworks to achieve ongoing 
Sharia compliance.

For established funds, we advise on Sharia-compliant asset selection and capital structuring of transactions.

ISFIN provides you with support to meet your clients’ expectations and deliver tailored 
responses for the full range of the Islamic economy (halal industry): 

• Law and compliance

• Information and technology

• Islamic pharmaceutical industry

• Halal food and restaurant sector

• Education and training

• Halal publishing

• Islamic trade finance

• Islamic leisure & tourism industry

Accountants and auditors should have a strong interest in this emerging market.
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ISFIN will be your strategic partner to provide assurance on the reliability of financial information. Audi-
tors are expected to deliver key value propositions for the growing Islamic business by:

• Encouraging potential shareholders to invest or deposit their funds in Islamic financial institutions and 
to use their services.

• Enhancing the confidence of stakeholders in the information that is produced about the Halal industry.

• Covering all areas of Islamic finance contracts, and Halal regulation.

• Consulting to optimize tax risk management within different sectors.

• Assessment of Sharia non-compliance risk and implementation of appropriate solutions.

5. Auditing in an Islamic framework 
 
Auditing in an Islamic framework has a wider scope than traditional auditing. In contemporary practice, 
the auditor is directly liable only to his clients, i.e. owners of the business being audited. The auditor is not 
guided by religious principles; the quality of the managerial decisions, too, is not their concern. In the light 
of Islamic practice, the auditor is also liable to financiers, assess management practices, and report on its 
compliance with Sharia (e.g. fulfilment of contracts, honesty, avoidance of monopoly and extravagance). 
Hence, auditors must have good knowledge of Islamic law.

5.1. Services offered

• The auditor offers the following services:

• Check the avoidance of unlawful or prohibited activities 

• Accounting in an Islamic framework

• Establishment of IFIs (Islamic Financial Institutions)

• Introduction of Islamic investment companies

• Introduction of asset management companies and Islamic brokers and dealers

• Set up new products such as mutual funds, unit trust, bonds, and stocks based on Islamic concepts

• Control of e-commerce system and transactions based on Islamic concepts

• Control of conventional banks or insurance companies which practice mark-up, bai’ salam, buy-back, 
murabaha, etc. in a way that fulfils Sharia conditions

• Identifying fictitious deals which ensure a predetermined profit to the bank without actually dealing in 
goods or sharing any real risk

• Helping local authorities and regulators to provide clear-cut standards on accounting, regulatory, and 
Sharia supervisory that all IFIs worldwide can conform to

• Assisting on quality and transparency of financial reporting of IFIs

• Calculation of the zakah: Islamic tax for individuals and corporations
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5.2. Key concepts & services
 
5.2.1. Prohibition to Involve in Unlawful Activities

One of the key concepts of Islamic economy is the restriction on involving oneself in haram, or unlawful, 
activities. The majority of Islamic scholars agree that riba (interest or usury), gharar (uncertainty), gambling, 
involvement in producing alcoholic, pig, and tobacco products, price fixing, exploitation, and fraud are 
haram.  

5.2.2 Specific Requirement by Islam – Payment of Zakah

Muslims are obligated to pay zakah, one of the five “pillars” of Islam. It is payable on business revenues and 
assets, gold and silver, and savings at the basic rate of 2.5%. Unlike conventional tax, zakah plays an impor-
tant role not only in the economy, but also in the moral and social well-being of a society. 

5.2.3 Governance of Islamic Banking

The payment of zakah besides sadaqah (voluntary charity) and waqf (endowments) supports six economic 
objectives that are deemed to benefit the Muslim society: (i) wide circulation of wealth; (ii) security on peo-
ple’s properties; (iii) authenticity of transactions and contracts; (iv) equity of products and services; (v) dignity 
of employees; and (vi) reasonable consumption of resources. 

Islamic banking should be more responsible within society compared to conventional banks due to the 
nature and objectives of the institutions. 

5.2.4. Management of debts in Islamic Banking

Debtors also have rights in the Islamic system: they are entitled to be given information, such as the debt 
policy of a company. Even in certain conditions, debtors are entitled to receive zakah and debts can be 
written off as form of charity (sadaqah). Finally, companies are also responsible to the general public for the 
payment of zakah, or by providing sadaqah or qard al-hassan (benevolent loans). 

5.2.4. Corporate sponsorship

Companies should also be committed to serving the public, for instance, by supporting charity or sponsor-
ing social events.
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6. Accounting for conventional companies
 
Business accounting is important because it allows the tracking of income and expenses, which gives 
an overall picture of the business’s financial health. Business accountants manage and produce balance 
sheets, pay taxes for the company and oversee all necessary financial reporting. Most companies either 
keep their business accounting functions internal or outsource them to accounting firms. Accounting for 
conventional companies uses methods for recording transactions, keeping financial records, performing 
internal audits, reporting and analysing financial information to the management, and advising on taxation 
matters. 

7. Accounting in an Islamic framework 
Accounting in an Islamic framework has to be developed because, in some cases, Islamic financial institu-
tions encounter accounting problems because the existing accounting standards such as IFRSs or local 
GAAP were developed based on conventional institutions, conventional product structures or practices, 
and may be perceived to be insufficient to account for and report Islamic financial transactions. Sharia-com-
pliant transactions that observe the prohibition to charge interest may not have parallels in conventional 
financing and therefore may have significant accounting implications.

8. Islamic Accounting
 
Islamic accounting principles are objectively different from conventional accounting. In conjunction with 
this Islamic economic doctrine, Islamic accounting has many objectives to be achieved, of which compli-
ance with the Islamic requirements is one. Through financial reports, it is expected that external users are 
fully informed regarding the company’s compliance with the Islamic requirements. These include financial 
reporting on the payment of zakah and earnings or expenditures prohibited by Islam. Companies should 
disclose information that is perceived to be important to the general public instead of focusing on the 
shareholders. 

8.1. Islamic Financial Products 
 
Islamic financial instruments are based on two principles: profit-and-loss sharing (PLS) principles and the 
mark-up principle. PLS is similar to a partnership where both partners (lenders and borrowers) share prof-
its and losses based on share capital and effort. As opposed to interest-based financing, the rate of return 
in PLS is not guaranteed. Examples of products that are based on PLS principles are mudharabah (venture 
capital) and musharakah (partnership agreement). On the other hand, the mark-up principle is a situation 
where an item is bought by the bank for a client and the client will buy the item from bank at an agreed 
mark-up price. Murabahah (resale with stated profit) and ijarah (leasing) are the examples of debt-financing 
based on the mark-up principle. 
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8.2. Problems linked to the Application of Islamic Account-
ing Concepts
There are several issues that need to be considered by IFI in order to fully apply the Islamic accounting 
concepts. One of the significant problems is the lack of consistency in interpreting Islamic requirements, 
consequently leading to difficulties in applying those concepts. In a broader view, these problems might 
negatively affect the corporate governance of the industry.

8.2.1 Inconsistency in Interpreting the Islamic Requirements
i) Differences in Schools of Thoughts

Schools of Islamic thought (madhahib) refers to religious jurisprudence within Islam. There are four schools 
of the Fiqh (rules and regulations). This can result in different judgements of Sharia compliance for products 
and transactions. For instance, a contract may be accepted as Sharia-compliant in Pakistan (Hanafi school) 
but not in Kuwait (Maliki school).

ISFIN can help you handle those differences through its network of Sharia scholars.

ii) Differences in Methodological Approach

Characteristics

Philosophical 
viewpoints

Principles

Criteria

Western accounting

Economic rationalism

Secular Individualistic Profit maximization 

Survival of fittest Process

Based upon modern commercial law – 
permission rather than ethical;

Limited disclosure (provision of informa-
tion subject to public interest);

Personal accountability (focus on individu-
als who control resources)

Islamic accounting

Unity of God

Religious Communal Reasonable profit 

Equity Environment

Based upon ethical law originating in the 
Quran (Islamic law – As-sunnah);

Full disclosure (to satisfy any reasonable 
demand for information in accordance 
with the sharia);

Public accountability (focus on the com-
munity who participates in exploiting 
resources)
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iii) Differences in the Objectives of Accounting and Reporting

Financial statements are prepared according to the objectives of financial reporting. The objectives of 
financial reporting, as discussed in the Financial Accounting standards Board (FASB) Statement of Financial 
Accounting Concepts No. 1, are to provide information that:

1. Is useful to existing and potential investors and creditors and other users in making rational investment, 
credit, and similar decisions;

2. Helps existing and potential investors and creditors and other users to assess the amounts, timing, and 
uncertainty of prospective net cash inflows to the enterprise;

3. Identifies the economic resources of an enterprise, the claims to those resources, and the effects those 
transactions, events, and circumstances have on those resources.

In addition to the objectives, the auditor can have the support of ISFIN to help deliver assurance on compli-
ance with Sharia in the light of Islamic practice (e.g. Non-existence of financial interest, fulfilment of con-
tracts, honesty, avoidance of monopoly and extravagance). 

iv) Disagreement on the prohibition of interest

Islam permits increase in capital through trade. At the same time, Islam blocks the way for anyone who 
tries to increase their capital through lending on usury or interest (riba), whether it is at a low or a high rate. 
Interest is prohibited because it is deemed unfair.

8.2.2 Applications of Islamic Accounting Concepts
i) Arguments about Financial Products Offered by IFI

The operations of IFI are continuously criticised: they have to fully adhere to the Sharia requirements. Is-
lamic finance should be linked to real economic growth, generating revenues, employment and welfare for 
society. IFI are asked to focus their business on productive/investment contracts, not consumption transac-
tions (such as Murabaha) and other controversial products that are similar to conventional banks’ products, 
such as Al-Bai-bithaman Ajil (similar to housing loan), Al-Ijarah Thumma Al-Bay’ (similar to vehicle finance 
lease) and Bai al-Dayn (similar to bill of exchange).

ii) Problems to Communicate Social Contribution & responsibility

While social responsibility and contributions can be voluntary for conventional financial institutions and cor-
porations, it is a religious requirement for Islamic financial institutions and corporations. This is due to the 
fact that Islamic institutions are perceived to be an essential part of the larger environment and therefore 
should also contribute to the needs of the wider environment: Islamic moral economy requires horizontal 
and vertical equality and growth in harmony with all the stakeholders, and also aims to remove barriers to 
the development of all the stakeholders including individuals, society and natural environment.

As part of their ethical social responsibility, Islamic banks and financial institutions are expected to operate 
within such an objective function and framework to establish the perfect balance between financial opera-
tions and social objectives (as a morally identified objective function). Empirical studies so far, however, 
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indicate that Islamic banks have not been fulfilling their social responsibilities.

8.2.3 Implications for Corporate Governance
As the Islamic finance industry develops, there is a growing need for standardization and professionalism 
across the industry. Coupled with this, is the importance of adopting robust corporate governance sys-
tems of internationally-recognised standards which incorporate transparent, fair and ethical working prac-
tices. Islamic financial institutions are well-placed in this context, since at the heart of Islamic law is a vision 
of social development which requires all individuals and businesses to conduct themselves ethically and in 
a socially responsible manner. The basic principles of corporate governance are aligned with Sharia rules 
and doctrines, and consequently IFIs are well-positioned to offer shareholders opportunities to participate 
in a broader goal of corporate social responsibility.

8.3 Implications for listed companies
To successfully meet the challenges of a dynamic and complex international financial environment, the 
flexible approach of stock exchanges to regulation and a streamlined admission process have made it an 
attractive market for institutions, including growing Islamic companies, to develop their business. Share-
holders increasingly expect companies to adhere to strict standards of corporate governance by putting 
in place a system which will deliver a company’s business objectives, i.e. increasing shareholder value, 
whilst managing risk. Islamic financial institutions share the same practical and business objectives, but are 
subject to an additional layer of compliance to Sharia rules and principles. An IFI seeks not only to make a 
profit, but to make such a profit in a Sharia-compliant and socially-responsible manner.

8.4 Compliance with Islamic accounting standards & regulations (AAOIFI)
The Accounting and Auditing Organization for Islamic Financial Institutions (AAOIFI) is an Islamic interna-
tional autonomous non-for-profit corporate body that prepares accounting, auditing, governance, ethics 
and Sharia standards for Islamic financial institutions and the industry. 

The mission of the AAOIFI is standardization and harmonization of international Islamic finance practices 
and financial reporting in accordance to Sharia.

CONCLUSION
The emerging markets, and the Islamic economy in particular, offer substantial business opportuni-
ties. They imply that the auditor and the accountant master this sophisticated demand. This can be 
done by accessing knowledge and expertise from specialists.

ISFIN offers a unique support line to enable you and your firm seize these opportunities and join the 
best professionals in the world in one of the fastest growing segments of global economy. Help your 
clients’ endeavours, and your own, in emerging markets! 


